
Chapter 3 

3.0 Modeling & Simulation of HEV 

Vehicle simulation is a method for fast and systematic investigations of different design 

options (fuel choice, battery, transmission, fuel reformer, etc.) in vehicle design and 

development. Simulation helps the designers understand the effects of powertrain design 

on overall vehicle system behavior analyze, component sizing, quantify benefits, and 

explore options. 

A simple simulation model used in this study is based on the empirical data of ICE and 

Motor. It is important to note that the simulation used in this study essentially works in a 

reverse direction to what happens in the real scenario. The drive cycle is the input to the 

vehicle model. Power demand and speed and torque before gear box is calculated based 

on the drive cycle. Power management system then decide the power share from each 

source considering SOC of the battery and efficiencies of the ICE and the motor. The 

share of IEC power is then converted in to engine speed and torque requirements by 

taking the current gear ratio into account (a shifting map is given for the model) and the 

efficiencies of the transmission. The fuel consumed is then calculated from a look-up 

table of fuel rate against engine operating point (defined by engine speed and torque). 

Schematic diagram of the HEV model is shown in Figure 3.1. 

3.1. Modeling of Drivetrain 

The "power at the wheels" Pwheei, which is a sum of the total mechanical power 

demanded, is calculated according to vehicle speed and acceleration. The power at the 

wheels, calculated as the dot product of the vehicle velocity and the various forces acting 

upon the vehicle, considers the following determining factors as shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of the HEY model 

The four resistances a vehicle facing were force for acceleration, force to overcome 

gravity, rolling resistance of the wheels, aerodynamic resistance or drag. 
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Figure 3.2 Free body diagram of a vehicle 

The power at the wheels model is given by: 

Kheel = Y j f ° r C e X V = (F«cc + Fincline + Frr + Fdrag) X V (3.1) 

= (m x a + mg s i n A + Crr c o s A + U2pairCDAfv2) x v (3.2) 

where w is the total mass of vehicle, a is the vehicle acceleration, v is the vehicle velocity, 

A is the angle of slope, Crr is the coefficient of tire rolling resistance, CD is the drag 

coefficient, p is the density of air and AF is the frontal cross-section area. 

The coefficient of rolling resistance (Crr) was experimentally obtained. It was a 

function of many factors including the deformation of the tire, weight of the vehicle, tire 

pressure, roughness of the surface and radius of the wheel. It was the ratio of the rolling 

resistance force to the load on the tires. It was fairly constant for a given tire and road 

surface. In the aerodynamic drag term, the drag coefficient Co was a dimensionless 

constant that attempted to capture the resistance caused by the relative motion of the 

vehicle and the air. The Co can vary from as high as 1.2 for a bicycle with an erect rider to 

0.7 for a truck, and to 0.20 for a very aerodynamically styled sport car [1], Although the 

equation used to determine the drag power was a simplification, it avoided complex 

airflow simulation while preserved the general behaviors of the drag force with respect to 

velocity 
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Figure 3.3: Sample Drive Cycle 

If Vi and Vi+i is the vehicle speeds at two consecutive sampling instances, mean velocity 

V and acceleration of vehicle "a" can be calculated as follows. 

V = (Vi+Vl=l)/2 (3.3) 

" = (VM+V,)IT (3.4) 

T is the Sampling period of the drive cycle. 

Having calculated the power demand at the wheels, Wheel speed (Vw) and the Wheel 

Torque (Tw) are calculated as follows. 

V = V / R w 

T = P IV w wheel w 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Where, Rw is the wheel radius. 

If the final drive ratio (Rfd) is known speed and torque before the final drive (VGB, TGB) 

can be calculated as follows. 

V -V * R 

Y GB yw ^ fd 

TGB = Tw / Rfd 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Then, the engine speed and the engine torque (VE and TE) can be calculated if the gear 

ratio corresponding to the vehicle speed (GRj) is known, as follows. Here Ie and tog are 

Moment of Inertia of the engine rotating mass and the engine angular velocity 
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VE = VGB * GRt (3.9) 

TE=TGB/GRi+IE(bE (3.10) 

Once the engine speed and torque required to achieve the drive cycle speed, the fuel 

consumption rate can be found from the engine fuel map which is derived based on test 

data. 

3.2. Modeling of Engine 

An ICE is a complex assembly a variety of components that are designed on the basis of 

aerodynamic laws. A mathematical engine model with individual components is 

complicated. Also, the engines designed by different manufacturers can be significant 

different in material and structure. Therefore, it is difficult to quantified modeling 

parameters which are also confidential. In the vehicle simulation, engine model was used 

to represent the accuracy of fuel consumption and emission calculation. 

An empirical model based on test data of existing engine served as a choice for this 

particular need. The required torque and speed was calculated from externally as an input 

signal to this block. The engine model decided the torque and speed available to delivery 

and calculated fuel consumption accordingly. 

Two look up maps, engine torque and fuel consumption are in this model. Engine 

torque map decides engine torque limit at each speed, while fuel consumption map (figure 

3.6) decides fuel rate (g/s) of engine speed and torque. 

Figure 3.4 Engine Model Schematic Diagram 
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3.3. Modeling of Motors 

The motor model mainly decides the torque and speed to be delivered at the output 

shaft. At the same time, the energy consumption (electricity) is calculated. The simplified 

explanation is shown in Figure 3.5. A motor model receives torque and speed request 

from final drive and decides torque and speed available to be delivered and hence the 

motor power. The experimental data was based on current demand indexed by motor 

torque and speed. Motor input power is calculated based on this empirical efficiency 

curves. 

Motor Power required = (Speed at Final Drive) x (Torque to be produced by Motor) 

Motor Power required = (Motor Efficiency) x (Motor Input Power) 

Motor input power is the power drawn from the Battery. 

Figure 3.5 Motor Model Power Flow 

Motor power available depends on both the battery state and the motor capacity. Even though 

the motor capacity is enough, if the Battery state of charge (SOC) is not sufficient the required 

power cannot be delivered by the motor. On the other hand if the battery is fully charged the 

motor cannot be run in generating mode even during breaking. 

3.4. Modeling of Energy Storage System. 

The selection of energy storage devices was largely based on the energy density, power 

density and costs of the device. In this study, battery is used as the energy storage system. 

Contribution from motor for total power requirement and the share of ICE power for 
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charging the battery, operating the EM in generating mode is vastly depend on the Battery 

(SOC). The SOC variation at the end of sampling period is given by; 

ASOC = -
' PEMXT^ 

/ a B For motoring mode (3-11) 
Vem^VB 

ASOC = (PEM x RIEM x TJB X T)/Qb ...For Generating Mode (3.12) 

Where ASOC is the change of SOC, Pem is the EM power, T is the sampling period, QB is 

the maximum energy stored in the battery, r|B is the battery efficiency and r|EM is the EM 

efficiency. 
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Figure 3.6 Energy Storage System Model 

3.5. Specifications of the Selected Vehicle. 

The baseline vehicle chosen for this study has been a 4 - 1 production family sedan a 

decision made since similar size vehicles are more popular and which has been used 

throughout the study 

Specification of the components of the selected vehicle which are in specific Parallel 

Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) configuration are shown in following table, 
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Table 3.1: Vehicle model specifications 

Parameter Value 

Total weight 

Chassis weight 

Frontal area 

Coefficient of Drag 

Vehicle length 

Transmission 

Transmission efficiency 

Gear ratios 

Final drive ratio 

Gear changes 

1642 kg 

1000 kg 

1.92 m2 

0.32 

5.00 m 

Manual, 5 speed 

95% (constant throughout all gears) 

3.5:2.14:1.39:1:0.78 

3.98 

1-2 and 2-1 @24km/h 

2- 3 and 3 -2 @ 40 km/h 

3- 4 and 4 -3 @ 64 km/h 

4- 5 and 5 -4 @ 75 km/h 

Motor/Generator 

Battery 

Permanent Magnet Motor, 20kW 
continuous, 40kW peak 

Advanced Battery, 40kW, 4kWh, 100V 

The characteristics of the engine of the selected vehicle are represented by the following 

fuel consumption map and engine torque map which are derived based on the empirical 

data. Fuel consumption increases as engine power (torque x speed) increases and the 

shape of the fuel consumption map is more or less similar for any ICE. Engine torque 

map indicates the maximum torque that can be generated by the engine and the 

corresponding engine speeds 
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Figure 3.7: Fuel consumption map of the ICE of tested HEV 

Table 3.2: Engine Torque map. This indicates the maximum 
engine torque for different engine speeds. 
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Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the efficiency contours and Engine efficiency map of the 

tested vehicle. It can clearly be seen from these two figures that the maximum efficiency 

is achieved when the engine operates in the range of speed within 220 - 430 rad/sec and 

torque within 25-75 Nm. 
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Figure 3.8: Engine fuel efficiency map 
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Figure 3.9: Engine fuel efficiency contours 
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Motor efficiency of the selected vehicle as a function of speed and torque is represented 

by the Figure 3.10. Efficiency map for motoring mode is equivalent to that for generating 

mode and the generating mode is represented by negative torque region of the graph. It 

can be seen that the efficiency of the electric motor is almost the same for speed above 

100 rad/sec. Motor model in the vehicle simulation uses these empirical data for 

calculating motor input power and hence to calculate the power extract from the battery. 

Torque (Nm) - 4 0 0 0 Speed(rad/sec) 

Figure 3.10: Motor Efficiency Map. 

In this study, Battery efficiency during both charging and discharging is considered as 

constant and is taken as 85%. 

3.6 Advanced Vehicle Simulation Tools 

At present, several simulation tools based on different modeling platforms are available 

[1], [12]. These tools always focus on a specific application with focused concerns. After 

years of continuing improvements, a fast, accurate and flexible simulation tool is still 
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under development. Among the most widely used vehicle modeling and analysis 

platforms are MatLab/Simulink and Modelica/Dymola. Following is the brief 

introduction of three vehicle simulation packages, ADVISOR, Dymola, and PSAT. 

3.6.1 ADVISOR 

ADvanced Vehicle SimulatOR (ADVISOR) was developed by the National Renewable 

Energy Laboratory of US in late 1990s. It was first developed to support US Department 

of Energy in the hybrid propulsion research. The model was set up in a backward 

modeling approach, although it was labelled as both forward and backward in the official 

documents. ADVISOR is widely used by auto manufacturers and university and institute 

researchers worldwide. Users also can contribute new components and data to the 

ADVISOR library. With a friendly user interface, ADVISOR was created in 

MatLab/Simulink which is a software module in MatLab for modeling, simulating and 

analyzing dynamic systems. It supports both linear and nonlinear systems, modeled in 

continuous time, sampled time, or a hybrid of the two. Systems can also be MultiMate 

[1], e.g. having different parts that are sampled or updated at different rates. 

3.6.2 Dymola 

Dymola is developed by Dynasim in Lund, Sweden, and the name is an abbreviation for 

Dynamic Modeling Laboratory. The tool is designed to generate efficient code and it can 

handle variable structure Modelica mode. (Modelica is a relatively new programming 

language, introduced in Europe to model a broad scope of physical systems.) It finds the 

different operating modes automatically and a user does not have to model each mode of 

operation separately. Dymola is based upon the use of Modelica models, which are saved 

as files. The tool contains a symbolic translator for the Modelica equations and a compiler 

that generates C-codes for simulation. When needed, the codes can also be exported to 

MatLab Simulink. The main features of Dymola are experimentatio 

animation. 
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3.6.3 PSAT 

Powertrain System Analysis Toolkit (PSAT), developed by the Partnership for a New 

Generation of Vehicles (PNGV) [27] and maintained by Argonne National Laboratory, is 

a powerful modeling tool that allows users to realistically evaluate not only fuel 

consumption but also vehicle performance. PSAT operates within the Matlab/Simulink 

environment. It is a forward-looking model, which employs a virtual driver that compares 

the trace speed and the actual vehicle speed and controls the vehicle with a torque input. 

This method of modeling is closer to the operation of a real vehicle. 
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